GENERAL CONDITION
Time of Delivery

Delivery time is taken from the day when we have received complete information concerning
the delivery. The delivery time stated for the orders is only approximate and although we will
do everything we can to keep the promised delivery time, we do not enter into any
compensatory damages on account of delayed delivery.
Furthermore, the buyer cannot cancel the order, even if the stated delivery time cannot be kept.
Quantity

We are entitled to an over or under delivery of up to 10% of the ordered quantity.
Prices

If it has not been stated in the offer or contract that the price is firm, we reserve the right to
debit the price valid when delivery is made.
Payment Conditions & Propriety Right

If, before delivery is made, we consider that we have well founded reason to change the
payment conditions, we are entitled to do so. If delivery has been made without full payment
being effected beforehand, the delivered goods remain our property until it has been fully paid.
If special measures are required for maintaining our proprietary right towards 3rd party, the
buyer is obliged to co-operate in this respect. Draft or cheque is not considered as payment,
until it has been fully cashed.
Guarantee

Should delivered goods prove to have faults, for which we are responsible, we are obligated by
our own choice to take back, remunerate, repair or re-make the goods. In the period of the
guarantee, we cannot take any responsibility for any damages caused by carelessness when
fitting to vehicle, or incorrect or unreasonable use of the goods. Beyond that we have no
obligations on account of the fault to pay remuneration for direct or indirect damages and
losses.
Patents, etc.

The buyer alone is responsible for that manufacturing and sale of ordered goods does not mean
infringement in any 3rd party's right to patent, trade-mark, design or model and is liable to
remunerate us for any costs and damages which we may suffer by such infringement or
disputes thereabout.
Act of god

Circumstances beyond our control which concern us or our main sub-suppliers and which will
prevent, delay or obstruct delivery entitle us to prolong the delivery tine or wholly or partly
cancel the contract without liability for compensation from us.

